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Abstract: Spectral efﬁciency (SE) and energy efﬁciency (EE) play major roles in evaluating the quality of service (QoS) of a
wireless communication system. Designing an efﬁcient wireless communication system requires trade-off between these two
parameters. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing technique with Index Modulation (OFDM-IM) has been introduced in
the literature to increase the SE compared to traditional OFDM. In this paper, an adaptive technique with OFDM-IM is
introduced in an M-QAM based scheme to maintain a guaranteed level of average bit error probability (ABEP) with enhanced SE.
It has been demonstrated that by adaptively varying the number of active subcarriers and modulation levels in M-QAM scheme,
maximum EE can also be achieved for an acceptable ABEP. The closed-form expressions of ABEP and pairwise error probability
(PEP) for OFDM-IM with M-ary QAM modulation are derived and examined over the composite Nakagami-m Gamma (NG)
fading channel model using greedy detection (GD). In addition, the performance of adaptive OFDM-IM with M-QAM
Modulation scheme is evaluated in terms of efﬁciency metrics, outage probability, and ABEP. The obtained results show that the
adaptive scheme offers high potential for accomplishing signiﬁcant improvement in SE and EE while maintaining acceptable
ABEP even under severe channel impairment.
Keywords: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Index Modulation (IM), Pairwise Error Probability (PEP),
Adaptive Modulation

1. Introduction
In recent years, an exponential growth in demand for high
data-rate transmission has shifted the focus in the orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme and its
variants in the wireless communication system. The OFDM
scheme has been in the forefront of the majority of wireless
communication systems due to its high data-rate,
transmission capability, immunity, and robustness to
multipath fading, and more [1]. One variant of OFDM
scheme, known as OFDM with index modulation
(OFDM-IM) was proposed by combining the concept of
index modulation (IM) with conventional OFDM system,
[2-3]. In OFDM-IM system, ON-OFF keying modulation is
employed to convey additional information by activating and
deactivating the subcarriers. The OFDM-IM scheme reduces
the bit error rate (BER) over traditional OFDM schemes, and
it offers a better trade-off between spectral and energy
efﬁciency [1]. A generalized OFDM-IM scheme is introduced
as OFDM-GIM, [4]. The active subcarriers are no longer

ﬁxed in OFDM-GIM, which further enhances spectral
efﬁciency with an increase in BER. The tight upper bound
BER of OFDM-IM is proposed over Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, which includes the effects
of both index and M-ary modulation, [5]. A low complexity
detection method, called greedy detection (GD), is
introduced to reduce the complexity of the receiver over
Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection, [6]. The GD is utilized
in two processes: the location of the active subcarriers and
the modulated data symbols. Each process is preformed
independently. The first process detects the active subcarriers
by measuring the received signal power on every subcarrier.
The subcarriers, which have higher received power than a
preset threshold value, are estimated as ones. Whereas, the
subcarriers, which have lower received power, are estimated
as zeros. The second process, the Maximum-Likelihood (ML)
is applied to estimate the data symbols in the active
subcarriers [6]. Pairwise error probability (PEP) with the GD
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method is addressed over two-wave with diffuse power
(TWDP) fading channels for device-to-device (D2D)
wireless systems, [7]. The TWDP fading channel has been
used to analyze different scenarios, including Rayleigh
fading. More recently, a multi-path fading scenario has been
considered with the GD method in OFDM-IM using
Nakagami-m fading channel, [8]. Also, the BER of M-ary
QAM and PSK modulations in OFDM-IM scheme has been
derived with different power allocation policies over
Nakagami-m fading channel, [9]. As a result, it is worthwhile
to examine the performance of OFDM-IM over a variety of
fading scenarios. In all the aforementioned research works,
the focus was on the multipath fading and line of sight (LOS)
scenarios, where the effect of shadowing was not explicitly
addressed. To get an overall view of the wireless channel
impairments and their effects in OFDM-IM system, a
composite Nakagami-m and Gamma (NG) channel model
have been studied in this paper. The NG channel model is
chosen because it can be modeled in to a large number of
shadowing and fading channel conditions from moderate to
severe scenarios in the system. In this study, several
techniques have been introduced to improve the performance
of an OFDM-IM based wireless communication systems over
these fading channel conditions. One of these techniques is
adaptive modulation, which is employed to enhance spectral
efﬁciency (SE) over wireless channels based on fading and
shadowing [10]. We are proposing adaptive modulation for
an OFDM-IM based system to maximize the energy
efﬁciency (EE) along with the SE by adapting different
M-QAM constellation sizes and active subcarriers of
OFDM-IM system. Here the impact of wireless channels are
studied using the greedy detection method, and numerical
closed-form expressions have been derived for average
pairwise error probability (PEP), and average bit error
probability (ABEP). Also, ABEP, SE, and EE of adaptive
OFDM-IM with M-QAM modulation are investigated and
evaluated over composite fading and shadowing conditions.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, the
system model of OFDM-IM, the performance analysis of
OFDM-IM including pairwise error probability (PEP) and
average bit error probability (ABEP) are presented over the
composite fading and shadowing channel model. The
adaptive M-QAM system with OFDM-IM and its associated
performance over NG channel along with numerical results
and discussion are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4
concludes this paper.

2. Performance Analysis of OFDM-IM
System
2.1. System Model of OFDM-IM
The block diagram of the OFDM-IM transceiver is shown
in Figure 1, where the dashed feedback path has been
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included to represent the adaptive modulation scheme that is
discussed in Section 3 [3]. At the transmitter side, the total
number of data bits Dt are entered into the OFDM-IM
transmitter to form one OFDM block symbol. Every block of
Dt bits is divided into g groups, each consisting of p bits, i.e.,
Dt = pg. Each group of p bits is assigned to one of the g
OFDM sub-blocks. The length of the sub-bock is n, where n
= N/g and N represents the total number of subcarriers. In a
conventional OFDM system, all N subcarriers are active and
each subcarrier conveys M-ary QAM signal constellation
symbols, whereas in OFDM-IM, only k out of n subcarriers
per group are active. The subcarriers, which are active,
transmit Mary QAM signal constellation symbols, and the
inactive (n − k) subcarriers, are zero padded. Thus, no data
are conveyed by inactive subcarriers. The number of active
subcarriers (k) should be smaller or equal to the length of a
sub-block (n), i.e., k ≤ n. Therefore, p bits are split into two
parts; the ﬁrst part contains p1 bits and the second part
contains p2 bits, i.e., p = p1 + p2 as illustrated in Figure 1.
The maximum number of possible active subcarrrier
combinations is found by the binomial coefﬁcient of C(n, k)=
n!/k!(n − k)!, which modulates p1 = log 2 C ( n, k )  , where .
is ﬂoor function, i.e., the largest lower integer number. p1 bits
are employed to map the indices of the subcarriers that
transmit QAM symbols, and p2 = k log2 M bits are mapped to
sub-block, i.e., sβ =[sβ(1), ···,sβ(N)], where β =1, ···,g and i
=1, ···, k. D1 = p1 g =  log 2 C ( n, k )  g is total number of bits
that are conveyed by the k active sub-carriers in each OFDM
block. D2=p2g= (k log2 M)g indicates the total number of bits
that are transmitted by k M-ary QAM symbols. The total
number of bits that can be transmitted by one OFDM-IM
block symbol is Dt=D1+D2 [3]. After OFDM-IM block is
formed, IFFT is applied. Then, cyclic preﬁx is added and the
modulated data is sent over the proposed NG fading and
shadowing channel model. The NG model is described in
next section. At receiver side, the received signal of the
OFDM-IM scheme is characterized as y = sH +w, where y
=[y(1),...,y(N)], s is an OFDM-IM transmitted signal vector,
H = diag[h(1),...,h(N)] denotes the channel fading coefﬁcient
matrix, and w =[w(1),...,w(N)] is additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vector. After the cyclic preﬁx is removed, the
FFT is applied to the received signal. Then, the GD is applied
to detect the index of the subcarriers. An inactive subcarrier
is estimated to be 0 and an active subcarrier are estimated to
be 1. The de-modulator is employed in every active
subcarrier to estimate the received signal. Finally, estimated
signal is reformed from parallel to serial stream.
2.2. Composite Model of Fading and Shadowing Channel
Wireless channels suffer from short-term and long-term
fading. The short-term fading, also known as multipath fading,
is modeled by the Nakagami-m distribution and the long-term
fading, also known as shadowing, is described using Gamma
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Figure 1. OFDM-IM Transceiver (The dashed feedback path is a part of the adaptive modulation scheme).

distribution. Generally, the probability density function (PDF)
of the channel gain α is expressed as [11]:

fα (α | Ω) =

2mmα 2m−1

 mα 2
exp
 −
Ωm Γ(m)
 Ω


1
 , m ≥
2


(1)

where Γ(m) is the gamma function with Γ ( m) = ( m −1) ! ,

( )

Ω = Ε α2

[(

m = Ω /Ε α

P (γ ) =

− Ω2

)]

deﬁnes the fading factor of the channel.
In (1), m = 1 matches the Rayleigh distribution, m > 1
matches the Rician distribution, and m < 1 corresponds to
severe fading. The conditional PDF of Nakagami-m channel
model with respect to Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), γ , is
given by [11]:

(

)

Pγ γ | γ f =

m m −1

m γ

γ mf Γ (m)

exp (−

mγ
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)

(2)

where γ is the instantaneous received SNR and γ f is the
average received SNR, when there is no shadowing effect. The
presence of shadowing causes the average received SNR ( γ f )
in PDF of Nakagami-m to be random. The Nakagami-m
distribution is combined with Gamma distribution for more
generalized estimation a channel that is effected by both
shadowing and fading. When the shadowing is present, the
envelope of the signal follows the Nakagami-m distribution,
and the power of the envelope follows the Gamma distribution.
The PDF of Gamma distribution is expressed as [12-13]:

f

f

f

(4)
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∫
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By using the Table of Integrals, the closed-form expression
of NG model is formulated as [14, (3.471.9), 16]:
P( γ ) =

 cm 
2
 
Γ( c) Γ( m)  γ 

c+m
2

γ

c+m−2
2

 cmγ 
Kc−m  2


γ 


(6)

where the c and m are the shadowing and fading parameters of
the composite NG model, respectively. K c − m (.) is the
modiﬁed Bessel function of order ( c − m) . Here, it can be
shown that

∞
∫ P( γ )dγ =1
0

. The NG model can characterize various

shadowing and fading channel models by employing different
combinations of c and m. For instance, when c approaches
inﬁnity, the NG model approximates the Nakagami-m model.
m=1 describes the Rayleigh log-normal (R-L) model. When c
and m increase, the effects of shadowing and fading decreases.
As c and m approach inﬁnity, the NG model approaches
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel model.

2.3. Analysis of Pairwise Error Probability (PEP)

c


1  c  c −1
c
Pγ f (γ f ) =
  γ f exp  −γ f 
Γ (c )  γ 
γ 


f

0

The PDF of combined Nakagami-m and Gamma (NG)
model is also known as generalized k (kG) model and the PDF
of NG model can be obtained by substituting (2) and (3) into
(4) as [13]:

is the average received power gain, and
2

∞

∫ P (γ | γ ) Pγ (γ ) d γ

(3)

where γ f is the instantaneous received SNR, γ is the
average received SNR and c is the shadowing factor.
Therefore, the combined PDF of shadowing and fading is
accomplished by averaging the conditional PDF of
Nakagami-m over the PDF of Gamma, and it is expressed as
[13]:

In this section, using the greedy detection method the PEP
of OFDM-IM for M-ary QAM schemes is evaluated under
shadowing and fading, which is modeled by
Nakagami-m-Gamma in wireless. As mentioned earlier, the
greedy detector involves two processes. The ﬁrst process
detects the indices of the active subcarriers (identified by
index 1) and inactive subcarriers (identified by index 0). The
second process modulates a data symbol at the active
subcarriers by employing the Maximum-Likelihood (ML)
detection method. When the active subcarrier index (δ ) is
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incorrectly estimated at receiver as inactive index (δɵ ) , this
event is known as the pairwise error event (PEE), i.e., (δ →δ )
and δ ≠ δɵ . The conditional pairwise error probability (PEP)
can be described as the probability having the PEE,
ɵ

PEP(δ → δɵ ) , when the channel information is available at
receiver. The PEP has been derived as [6]:

(

)

PEP δ → δɵ = 1 −

∑(
n− k

q=0

)

q
n − k −1 exp( − qγ δ )
q q +1
q +1

(

)

γδ
2

(8)

The total probability of the upper bound for PEP for
OFDM-IM is given by [7]:

(

n

∑

k
PEP δ → δɵ
n δ =1
≤ k ⋅ PEP (δ → δɵ )
PEPt ≤

)

(9)

For simplicity on notations, the pairwise error probability of
subcarriers P E P ( δ → δɵ ) is identified by PEP and the
SNR of the active subcarriers γ δ is identified by γ from
hereafter. The average PEP for OFDM-IM over the shadowed
fading channel can be calculated by averaging (7) over (6):
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Using the Table of Integrals in (10), the average analytical
expression of PEP can be expressed as [14, (6.643.3)]:
ν
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2
2

, ν=

function.
By Substituting (11) into (9), the overall PEP over the
shadowed and fading channel is formulated as:

−ν

 q 


 q +1 

(12)

By following this approach, the approximate PEP for OFD
M-IM over the shadowed and fading channel is found by
averaging (8) over (6) as:

(7)

where γ is the instantaneous signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the
active subcarrier. The approximate expression of PEP has
been derived as [8]:

n−k −
PEP δ → δɵ ≃
e
2

∑(
n−k

ν

PEPt,NG = k[1− ( β )
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The approximate closed-form expression for PEP can be
obtained by applying the Table of Integrals in (13) as [14,
(6.643.3)]:
−ν

appox
PEPNG
≃

n−k
1
( β )ν eβ   W−ν ,ι ( 2β )
2
2

(14)

The approximation of overall PEP is determined by
substituting (14) into (9) as:
 n − k ν β  1 −ν

PEPtappox
(β ) e   W−ν ,ι ( 2β ) 
, NG ≃ k 
 2
 2


(15)

2.4. Average Bit Error Probability (ABEP)
The bit error rate (PeM) of OFDM-IM is a result of
mis-detection in the active subcarrier and M-ary symbol. This
mis-detection appears in three errored situations. The ﬁrst one
results from the mis-detection in the index of the active
subcarrier and M-ary symbol, and it is given as eIM1 =PEP.PeM.
The second one results from the mis-detection of the index of
the active sub-carrier, but correct detection of the M-ary
symbol, and it is expressed as eIM2=PEP. (1-PeM). The third
one results from the correct detection of the index of the active
sub-carrier, but the mis-detection of the M-ary symbol, and it
is deﬁned as eIM3=(1-PEP)PeM. Therefore, the total bit error
probability (BEP) can be obtained as BEP=PEP+(1-PEP)PeM,
where BEP is the bit error probability over the AWGN channel
of the M-ary modulation scheme [5]. The total overall BEP
expression can be written as:
n

∑

k
 PEP + (1 − PEP ) PeM 
n δ =1 
≤ k  PEP + (1 − PEP ) PeM 
≤ k PEP − PeM + PEP ⋅ PeM 
BEPt ≤

(16)

The BER of coherent M-ary QAM over the AWGN channel
with gray coding is given by [10]:
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 −3γ 
PeM ≃ 0.2exp 
 2 ( M − 1) 



(17)

where γ indicates instantaneous SNR and M denotes
modulation level.
Averaging (16) over (6) and inserting (7), (8) and (17) into
(16), the upper bound and approximate average BEP (ABEP)
of OFDM-IM over the shadowing and fading channel can be
found as:
ABEPKG =

∫

∞

0

BEP ⋅ Pγ ( γ ) d γ

(18)

The upper bound and approximate closed form expressions
of the M-ary QAM-OFDM-IM scheme for the greedy
detection can be evaluated as shown in (19) and (20),
respectively:

[
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,
c

,

m
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3

,

and M

are the shadowing factor, the fading factor and the
constellation size, respectively.

2.5. Simulation of ABEP
In this section, the ABEP of OFDM-IM is obtained using
Monte Carlo simulation, which is accomplished using Matlab
for greedy detection over the shadowing and fading channel.
The channel gain (hkG), which describes shadowing and fading,
can be generated as [16-17]:

hKG = 2

Table 1. LUT for n=4 and k=2.
P1 bits
00
01
10
11

Sub-block
1010
0101
1001
0110

Here, p1 bits are employed to indicate the active subcarrier
and the p2 bits are mapped to the active subcarrier to create one
of the M-ary Modulation symbols in the sub-block. The
OFDM-IM sub-block creator (see Figure 1 for clarity)
combines g sub-blocks to create one OFDM-IM symbol. This
symbol is passed through invers fast Fourier transform (IFFT),
and then a cyclic prefix is applied. The fading and shadowing
channel (hKG) parameters are in Table 2.
Table 2. Simulation Parameters.

α

appox ,QAM
ABEPt,NG
≤k

inﬁnity to derive channel gain (hKG =1). In contrast, for the
Rayleigh channel, the channel parameters are set to (m =1) and
(c = ∞). The simulation scheme is formed from two parts, the
transmitter and the receiver as follows: at the transmitter end,
(see Figure 1 for clarity), serial random data stream (Dt) is
generated and divided into g=N/n groups. In each group, p bits
are split into two sub-groups p1 and p2, relying on n and k as
demonstrated in Section 2. A look-up table (LUT) is used to
map each sub-block. For instance, the LUT for n=4, k=2 and p1
=2 is shown in Table 1.

( Gm × Gc )
c − m +1

(21)

where Gm and Gc denote the pdf of Gamma distribution for the
fading (m) and shadowing (c) factors, respectively. For the
AWGN channel, the channel parameters m and c are set to

Parameter
FFT Size
Guard interval
Length of Sub-block (n)
Number of Active Subcarrier
Fading and Shadowing Factors
Number of Symbols
Castellation Size
SNR

Value
64
16
4
2
1, 2, 3, and 4
10000
4 and 16 QAM
0 dB to 40dB

On the receiver side (see Figure 1 for clarity), two processes
are required to predict the index modulation and M-ary
modulation symbol using greedy detection. In the ﬁrst step,
the received subcarriers in every sub-block that have the
largest power are estimated to be 1, i.e., active. The remaining
bits, which have low received power, are estimated to be 0, i.e.,
inactive. p1 bits are retrieved by the known LUT at the
receiver that is employed at the transmitter. In the second step,
ML decision is applied to estimate sɵ in every active
subcarrier, i.e., p 2 . Finally, p1 and p 2 are integrated to
compose p and the original data stream is reshaped from
parallel to serial stream as D . The average PEP for BPSK is
plotted in Figure 2 over the composite Nakagami-m and
Gamma (NG) model for various fading ( m ) and shadowing
( c ) parameters. The average PEP for BPSK is plotted in
Figure 2 over the composite Nakagami-m and Gamma (NG)
model for various fading (m) and shadowing (c) parameters.
The results validates the analytical result that is presented in [8,
10]. From Figure 2, it is observed that the composite fading
and shadowing channel approximately matches the Rayleigh
and Nakagami-m (m=1) fading channels at c = 2.15 and m = 1.
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate BEP for 4 and 16 QAM
modulation schemes with various fading and shadowing

factors, respectively.

Figure 2. Comparison of average PEP of OFDM-IM with greedy detection over the different fading channels as the faction of SNR.

Figure 3. BEP for OFDM-IM with 4-QAM as a function of SNR over various shadowing and fading parameters.

Figure 4. BEP for OFDM-IM with 16-QAM as a function of SNR over various shadowing and fading parameters.
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3. Efficiency Metrics Enhancement Using
Adaptive OFDM-IM with M-QAM
Technique
3.1. Adaptive M-ary QAM-OFDM-IM System Model
The block diagram of the adaptive OFDM-IM transceiver
system is illustrated in Figure 1. The main concept of adaptive
modulation is that the modulator and demodulator have to be
conﬁgured at any time for the same constellation size M in the
active OFDM-IM subcarriers and according to the estimated γ,

which requires achieving maximum throughput as shown in
Algorithm 1. Thus, depending on γ, the modulation size is
chosen to satisfy a certain average bit error probability (10−3 or
10−6). The range of γ is divided into R regions to determine
which M-ary QAM scheme is used when the estimated γ falls
in the Rth region. Each R region is assigned boundaries (γR γR+1), which are speciﬁed in Table 3. MR represents the
modulation levels. It is assumed that when γ is below certain
threshold γ1, the BPSK modulation is used in the transmitter
side and the channel state information is assumed to be known
at the reception side.

Table 3. Switching Boundaries of γ R with Target BER 10-6 and BER 10-3.
Region (R)
1
2
3
4
5
6

MR
4
8
16
32
64
128

BER 10-6 γR- γR+1 [dB]
13.8 - 17.6
17.6 - 20.9
20.9 – 24.0
24.0 – 27.1
27.1 – 30.1
30.1 - ∞

BER 10-3 γR- γR+1 [dB]
10.3 – 13.9
13.9 – 17.2
17.2 – 20.4
20.4 – 23.5
23.5 – 26.5
26.5 - ∞

Algorithm 1. Adaptive OFDM-IM modulation with greedy detection
for = 1 to ,
do

At TX:
generate OFDM-IM using n, k and MR of Tabel 1and 2
generate channel effect using (24)
At RX: estimate IM
Set count = 0
Set estimated received signal matrix to zeros
sɵ i =  zi (1)… zi ( n) 

for I = 1 to n, long of subblock do
if count ≤ k active subcarriers then
Find subcarrier has greater received power

()

γɵ = argmax yi γɵ

2

end if
end for
find IM matrix by set all not sero element into one than convert IM to Iɵ using LUT table
if γɵ ≪ γ R then
rate contro feedback -1 to TX to derease MR
else
if γ R ≤ γɵ ≤ γɵ R +1 then
feedback 1 increase MR
end if
else
feedback 0 increase MR
end if
end for

3.2. Outage Probability
Outage Probability, Pout, also known as outage probability
is the probability that the received SNR, γ drops below the
required threshold, γth which is computed to meet the target
BER of 10−3 or 10−6 as outlined in Table (3) and Pout can be
calculated using (5) as:

γ th

Pout =

∫ Pγ (γ ) d γ

(22)

0

substituting (5) into (25) and using [14, (3.381.1), (8.352.6),
(3.471.9)], the Pout can be expressed as:
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Pout
Where

2
= 1−
Γ( c )
β =

cm

γ

m −1

∑
i =0

1
( βγ th )
i!

c +i
2

Kc −i (2 βγ th )

(23)

and γth is the received signal threshold.
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Figure 5 illustrates the outage probability for various values
of the composite shadowing and fading channel with target
BERs of 10−3 and 10−6, respectively. It is observed that the
outage probability Pout gets better with an increase in m and c
values decreases the fading and shadowing effect on system's
performance.

Figure 5. Outage probability target BER 10-6 and 10-3 as a function of SNR over various shadowing and fading parameters.

3.3. Spectral and Energy Efficiency Over Fading and
Shadowing Channel

η SE =

The main design parameters of a communication system are
spectral efﬁciency (SE) and energy efﬁciency (EE). Both these
parameters should be sustained to satisfy certain quality of
service (QoS) demands. Minimizing energy consumption in
wireless communication systems has become a crucial factor;
however, increasing data usage leads to more energy use. By
employing OFDM-IM, SE can be enhanced and at the same
time EE can be reduced. In this section, the upper bounds of
SE and EE for OFDM-IM are investigated:
3.3.1. Average System Spectral Efficiency (bit/s/Hz)
Spectral Efﬁciency, η SE , is known as the maximum
received bits per channel bandwidth (in Hz) that a wireless
channel can be conveyed to satisfy certain QoS requirements
and it is given by [18]:

η SE =

I ( X ;Y )
BTs

,? b s Hz

(24)

where BTs in Hz/baud is the bandwidth used by the symbol
duration. The term I ( X , Y ) is the achievable average data rate of
the modulation scheme and it is measured by bits/channel use.
The average spectral efﬁciency,
data rate


k k 
 log 2 Cn M  



η SE , is the sum of the

linked to R region, each weighted by

the n probability of which that γ falls in the Rth region and is
presented by [10]:

NR

∑ ( log

2

R =1

Where

γ

Pr ( R ) = ∫ R +1 Pγ (γ ) d γ
γR

Pr ( R ) =

∫

γ R+1

0

) ()

Cnk M k  Pr R


(25)

which can be written as:

Pγ (γ )d γ −

∫

γR

0

Pγ (γ )d γ

(26)

Pr(R) can be obtained directly from (26) as:

Pr ( R) =

(

c +i
βγ R +1 2

)

m −1

c +i
2

∑ i ![( βγ ) K
K (2 βγ )]

2
Γ (c )

1

R

i =0

c −i

c − i (2

βγ R ) −

(27)

R +1

Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9 show the average
SE (bits/s/Hz) of adaptive OFDM-IM with M-QAM
modulation for four (NR =4) and ﬁve (NR =5) regions as
function of SNR for various fading (m), shadowing channel
parameters (c) and active subcarriers (k). Figure 10 illustrates
the average SE of the proposed system in three dimensions
(3D) as a function of SNR for different values of m, c, NR and
k. It is noticed that when the adaptive scheme employs a
higher constellation level the system SE is increased. For
instance, system SE is enhanced by 0.5 bit/s/Hz when the
adaptive modulation increases the modulation level from
M=32, i.e., NR =4, to M=64, i.e., NR =5. Moreover, the total
system SE is improved by almost 1 bit/s/Hz as the active
subcarriers (k) are increased. Also, adaptive modulation offers
better adaptation with any impaired channel conditions.
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3.3.2. Average System Energy Efﬁciency (bits/TNEU)
Energy efﬁciency, η EE , is deﬁned as the maximum data
rate (R) in (bit/s) that can be received by wireless
communication systems per unit of transmitted power, pt ,
and that is [19]:
η EE =

R
， (bit / s / Watt )
Pt

(28)

Another deﬁnition, including the effect of wireless channel
energy efﬁciency, has been presented as the number of bits per
thermal noise signal energy unit (TNEU). Therefore, energy
efﬁciency is associated with SNR, γ = pt BN0 , and it can be
expressed as [20]:
ηEE =

ηs
， (b / TENU )
γ

When the SE is achieved, the EE of adaptive transmission
is directly obtained from (23) as:
η SE =
η EE =

NR

∑ ( log
R =1

2

γ

) ()

Cnk M k  Pr R


(30)

The EE is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Figure 13
illustrates the EE as a function of SNR for two regions (NR=
4 and 5), with c=4, m=3 and various values k. It is obvious
that the EE is gets better as the channel effect decreases. Also,
the EE is improved as the number of active subcarriers (k)
increases. For example, in the case of m = 1 and c =1, the EE
is enhanced by 13% when the active subcarrier is reduced
from k =3 to k =2. Also, it is clear from Figure 13 that the
lower NR provides better EE by 15%.

(29)

Figure 6. Spectral efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, k=2, n=4 and different
values of m and c.

Figure 7. Spectral efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, k=3, n=4 and different
values of m and c.
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Figure 8. Spectral efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=5, k=2, n=4 and different
values of m and c.

Figure 9. Spectral efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=5, k=3, n=4 and different
values of m and c.

Figure 10. Spectral efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for m=3, c=4, n=4 and different
values of NR and k.
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Figure 11. Energy efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, n=4 and different values
of c, m and k.

Figure 12. Energy efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=5, n=4 and different values
of c, m and k.

3.4. Average Bit Error Probability (ABEP)
The presented adaptive Modulation with OFDM-IM
schemes is designed based on separated SNR regions and it
aims to maximize EE and SE by changing the active
subcarriers (k) in each sub-block (n). However, it must
maintain a certain QoS, which is measured in terms of ABEP.
Therefore, ABEP can be determined by averaging the BEP
for all γ regions, and this can be computed exactly as the
ratio of the average number of bits in error over the average
total number of transmitted bits as [10]:

NR

ABEP =

∑ (  lo g
R =1

η SE =

2

( M Rk C nk )  ) ?B E P R

,

NR

∑ (  lo g
R =1

2

( M Rk C nk )  ) Pr


(31)

(R)

where BEPR is the average bit error probability over
composite fading/shadowing channel for Rth region and can be
attained using:
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γ R +1

∫γ

BEP R =

BEP ⋅ Pγ (γ ) d γ ,

(32)

R

where Pγ (γ) is given by (6) and BEP is expressed by (16).
Thus, BEP R can be written as:
n

BEP R =

γ
∑[ ∫γ

k
n δ =1

R +1

−

∫γ

PeM ⋅ Pγ (γ )d γ

(33)

∫γ

− ( βγ n+1 )

c+i
2

e

BEP R

]

−

∑ i !(

D γ R +1 m − 1
2
i=0

i=0

1 D γ R +1 i
)
2

m−1

(

)]

∑[

(

i

3

2

By comparing (7) and (8) with (33) and with the aid of [14,
(3.381.1), (8.352.6), (3.471.9)], the overall upper bound and
approximate of BEPR can be expressed as:

[

=k

1
BEP R

n

[BEP
∑
δ

1
R

=1

+

2
BEP R

+

2

3

+ BEP R + BEP R
3
BEP R

]

1

(n − k )β l1 1
Γ(c)
2

(γ2 ) K (2 βγ
K (2 βγ )]
i

R

]

c− m

γ R m−1

R

2

m−1

i =0

(35)

[γ ι e α ∑ i1!(γα )
Γ(c)
γ
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(36)

2
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2
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∑
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R +1 i

c −m

BEPR,exact =

Kc−m

The three different bit error probabilities (BEPR1, BEPR2,
BEPR3) of exact and approximate upper bound in (34) for all
Rth regions are evaluated as:
BEP R,approx =

(

∑[

)

(3 7 )

c+i
2
1
( βγ n ) 2 Kc−i 2 βγ n
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α

∑i! Lγ

∑

n

+

(

)

(

(40)

)]

ABEP of the proposed OFDM-IM with M-QAM
modulation is obtained form (32) for the NR regions. Figure
14 and Figure 15 illustrate ABEP of 10−3 and 10−6 as a
function of SNR for NR=4, k=2, n=4 and various values of m
and c, respectively. Figure 16 depicts the effects of different
values of k and channel parameters. It is evident that the
adaptive OFDM-IM with M-QAM modulation preserves a
certain QoS for all the values of m and c in the targeted γ
range. Also, Figure 16 shows the effect of increasing k in
ABEP for various values of channel parameters. Here, for
high values of γ, the performance of the system is controlled
by M-QAM modulation levels.

Figure 13. Energy efficiency of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, NR=5, with c=4, m=3,
n=4 and various values k.
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4. Conclusion
The performance of OFDM-IM system has been
investigated in a multi-path fading channel superimposed on
a shadowing environment, by using composite
Nakagami-m-Gamma (NG) model. The closed-form
expressions for PEP and ABEP have been derived over the
proposed channel and validated using Monte Carlo
simulation. Also, the closed-form boundaries of SE and EE
for OFDM-IM with the M-QAM modulation scheme have
been examined in regards to active subcarriers (k), c and m

channel parameters, and SNR. We observe that SE and EE
are highly dependent on the channel parameters. Thus, the
adaptive modulation scheme was proposed to improve the
efficiency of OFDM-IM system with M-QAM modulation
scheme. The performance of the adaptive modulation with
OFDM-IM system has been investigated in terms of outage
probability, average SE, average EE, and average bit error
probability. The results show that by varying the number of
active subcarriers (k), the proposed adaptive OFDM-IM
system not only enhances the SE and EE, but also.

Figure 14. AEBP of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, n=4 and different values of k, m and
c targeting 10-3.

Figure 15. AEBP of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, n=4 and different values of k, m and
c targeting 10-6.
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Figure 16. AEBP of adaptive M-QAM for OFDM-IM over shadowing and fading channels as a function of SNR for NR=4, k=2, n=4 and different values of m
and c targeting 10-6.
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